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Part One.  

121517 

cited p.6 

In the application of criminology and library studies; using the described prompt: the pre-filter would be 

instead or how about supplementarily sent from a library portal to each applied candidate; 

supplementary because it would be based on not just this book [;] But on other resources, inventories, 

etc. and this type of collected summary within the realm of library and after such summary is collected 

and emailed …  

Future enactments as consented to will happen also within the library’s realm [or library realms] 

As practice; and again as review: you would collect any (data) using this outline [in criminology even if 

candidate not criminal as a basic review] and email the collection pertaining to as needed from a library 

sub-portal.  
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For example; if you were in the military and you met with a group of people, singularly: you would 

collect such outlined data per person of that group; and then prepare into email-script; (from library 

realm)  

Past that point;  

The consent 

Of the per person would continue any such collection with/in the library realm[s] and-or  libraries 

realm[s]. example:                                subject: 

The outline of your 

First staged job 

Interview to immediate 

International/ national 

Security 

From: military personnel [example, of course:] 

@californiapaloaltolib … 

Part Two. 121817 

Main Source, cited (for both parts): Save as Draft, by Cavanaugh Lee Pgs. 6, 9, … 

Mr. Y.  

… 

“cares most deeply about” 

Appearing to be more intelligent than other people, joining cliques of false intellect and wrong behavior, 

lying about this gender to scare others even those in his coercing cliques …  

Mr. Y’s “friends and family describe (him) as:” 

-really good looking 

-friendly 

-very social 

-having fine tasks 

“The first thing you’ll probably notice about Mr. Y when you meet him:” 
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   Is his strange connected to no known location accent and odd manner of speaking.  

“The one thing Mr. Y wishes MORE people would notice about him:” 

Is that he’s had a lot of pain and suffering in his very young life and though none of it related to his 

“friends and family”  

t.b.c.  


